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Spatiotemporal structures of fluctuations with frequencies lower than the ion cyclotron frequency in a
cylindrical magnetized plasma are investigated. Drift-wave and low-frequency zonal flow coexist.
Electrostatic potentials of the zonal flow and the drift-wave are distributed widely in radius. The radial
wave number profile of the zonal flow has a shear structure at the radial location where the drift-wave has
a maximal normalized fluctuation amplitude. On the other hand, the radial wave number profile of the
drift-wave shows vortex tilting, resulting in the generation of stationary turbulence Reynolds stress
gradient per mass density. The envelope and bispectral analyses indicate significant nonlinear
interactions between the zonal flow and the drift-wave.
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1. Introduction

Drift-wave instability is a universal phenomenon in
magnetized plasmas with a spatial pressure gradient. It is
recognized that drift-wave turbulence dominates over the
edge plasma turbulence of magnetically confined fusion
plasmas and contributes markedly to the anomalous trans-
port of particles, heat and momentum.1) Many laboratory
linear and toroidal plasma experiments have been conducted
in order to understand the basic physics of drift-wave
turbulence.2–13) The progress of these studies clarified that
drift-wave turbulence includes not only linearly unstable
fluctuations but also nonlinearly excited quasi-modes with
various spatiotemporal structures. Zonal flows, azimuthally
symmetric bandlike shear flows, are an example of quasi-
modes and are universally observed in nature and laborato-
ries.14–16) Zonal flows are linearly stable and are exclusively
driven by the nonlinearity of drift-wave turbulence (the drift
wave-zonal flow system). In addition, the back interaction of
zonal flows can reduce turbulence and turbulent transport via
the shearing effect,17) and the existence of zonal flows affects
turbulence levels and turbulent transport. Thus, experimental
studies of zonal flows have been conducted intensively in
toroidal fusion plasma research,18–25) as well as a zonal
magnetic field.26) Zonal flows were also found in basic linear
plasmas.27,28) In the controlled Shear decorrelation experi-
ment (CSDX) device, the estimation of radial force balance
identified that the turbulence Reynolds stress can maintain
a steady state zonal flow. To understand mechanisms of
turbulence including zonal flows in detail and to control
plasma turbulence, the progress of research on the coex-
istence of drift-waves and zonal flows is crucial.

In this article, we present an experimental observation
of the coexistence of a zonal flow with a finite frequency
(�0:4 kHz) and a drift-wave spectrum (7 – 8 kHz and its
higher harmonics) in a cylindrical laboratory plasma. In this
observation, the zonal flow has a finite frequency. We focus
mainly on details of spatiotemporal structures of fluctuations
in this paper. The content of this manuscript is as follows.
First, we describe experimental conditions. Next, we show a
general introduction of observed fluctuations. Third, specific
topics are given. Slices of normalized auto-power spectra in
frequency and in radius discriminate fluctuations in terms of
the Boltzmann relationship. Poloidal, axial, and radial wave
numbers are derived by cross-phase analysis. In addition,
results from a time delay estimation analysis confirm that the
electrostatic potential of the residual zonal flow is associated
with a poloidal velocity fluctuation. On the other hand, we
compare the observed and theoretically obtained linear
dispersion relationships of the drift-wave. Furthermore, the
envelope and bispectral analyses present evidence of non-
linear interactions between the residual zonal flow and the
drift-wave. Finally, we discuss the shear structure of the
zonal flow observed in this experiment.

2. Experimental Apparatus

Experiments were conducted on a linear device, the large
mirror device (LMD) of Kyushu University.29) Figure 1(a)
shows a schematic view of the LMD. The LMD has a
cylindrical vacuum vessel made of stainless steel, with an
inner diameter of 0.445 m and an axial length of 1.7 m. At
one end of the vessel, plasmas are produced in a quartz tube
with an inner diameter of 0.095 m and an axial length of
0.4 m. A radio frequency electromagnetic wave (RF) source
with a frequency of 7 MHz is used for plasma production in
the quartz tube. The RF input power is fixed at 2 kW during�E-mail: nagashi@riam.kyushu-u.ac.jp
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0.5 s discharge in these experiments. The RF antenna has a
poloidal mode m ¼ 0, and we estimate Helicon plasma
production. The coexistence of the residual zonal flow and
drift-wave spectrum is investigated under the following
conditions. The magnetic field strength B is fixed at 0.12 T in
the center of the vessel [!ci=ð2�Þ � 46 kHz]. Argon gas is
fed at the end of the quartz tube, and the filling pressure
PAr ¼ 0:44 Pa is measured at the same location. Both ends
of the cylindrical plasma production area are electrically
connected to the vessel ground. The magnetic field is
converging in the quartz tube and has a straight config-
uration in the vessel.

Under these experimental conditions, we reproducibly
found that auto-power spectral forms change transiently
from a combination of coherent peaks to a broadband feature
during a single discharge with a constant magnetic field
strength. In this manuscript, we focus our attention on
fluctuations that keep stationary features during a single
discharge. A study related to transient behaviors is also our
interest in the viewpoint of the phase transition of fluctua-
tions and will be presented in the future.

Fluctuations are mainly measured with a Reynolds stress
probe (RSP) located 60 cm away from the end of the vessel
(source side), shown in Fig. 1(b). The RSP head houses five
electrodes for measuring five different locations in a poloidal
cross section. The cylindrical electrodes with a diameter of
0.7 mm and a height of 2 mm are made of tungsten. The #4
electrode shown in Fig. 1(b) is used for the ion saturation
current fluctuation measurement ( ~IIi, sat) with a constant bias
voltage (�70 V in the experiment). The other four electrodes
are used for the floating potential fluctuation measurement
( ~��f). Three �f’s at #1, #2, and #3 electrodes (�f,1, �f,2, and
�f,3) are used for measurements of the radial wave number
kr [the cross-phase between ð�f,1 þ�f,3Þ=2 and �f,2, 5 mm
radial distance] and poloidal wave number k� (the cross-
phase between �f,1 and �f,3, 4.4 mm poloidal distance).
Poloidal velocity fluctuations ~VV� are obtained by using time
delay estimation (TDE).27) Signals are sampled by a 14-bit
digitizer at a frequency of 1 MHz, combined with amplifiers

with an analog bandwidth of 100 kHz and with a signal
time delay of less than 120 ns. (The phase delay is less
than 0.5% in the frequency range lower than 50 kHz.) The
equilibrium parameters (the electron temperature Te and the
electron density ne) are also measured in separate discharges
under the same operational conditions by sweeping the
bias voltage at the #2 electrode. Normalized fluctuation
amplitudes presented later were carefully checked in these
equilibrium measurements. Other than the RSP, many
Langmuir probes are installed azimuthally and axially at
fixed locations for mode number measurements as well as
for reference data. Unless stated in figures, the length of the
data window for fast Fourier transform (FFT) is 16384. Error
estimation is based on the statistical significance of spectral
analysis and the variance in the number of discharges.
Spectra are chosen at around 0.3 s from the beginning of
discharges. Radial scans of the RSP with 0.5 cm intervals
were performed to obtain radial profiles.

3. General Introduction of Observed Fluctuations

In this section, we show radial profiles of fluctuation
spectra by which a general overview of fluctuations is
introduced. Figures 2(a) and 2(b) show radial profiles of
~��f=Te and ~IIi, sat=Ii, sat spectra, and distinctive four fluctua-
tions are labeled. These two figures [Figs. 2(a) and 2(b)] are
obtained by shot-to-shot radial scans of the RSP. To examine
the spectral reproducibility of plasmas during a shot-to-shot
scan, the spectrum of ~��f obtained by a reference probe
inserted from the bottom of the vessel (z ¼ 90 cm) is shown
in Fig. 2(c). In this experiment, the reference probe is fixed
at the radial location r ¼ 4 cm. A good spectral reproduci-
bility is obtained in the radial range of 2 – 6.5 cm.

First, we focus on two distinctive fluctuations distributed
in wide radial ranges. One is the fluctuation at 7 – 8 kHz,
and the other is the fluctuation at 0.4 kHz. We denote the
former or latter ~��f fluctuation as the DW (drift-wave) or ZF
(zonal flow), respectively. Confirmations are explained in
the following sections sequentially. The DW is detected in
both ~��f=Te and ~IIi, sat=Ii, sat, and the normalized fluctuation
amplitudes are similar. In contrast to the DW, the ~��f=Te of
the ZF is dominant relative to ~IIi, sat=Ii, sat. The DW and ZF are
main topics in this paper. Meanwhile, we can see broadband
fluctuations in the frequency range f < 2 kHz at the radial
location r > 4:5 cm (denoted as EO, edge oscillation). The
plasma radius is �5 cm, determined by the diameter of the
quartz tube, and the EO is located outside main plasmas.
The spectral peak frequency of the EO is similar to that
of the ZF. However, the EO has many higher harmonics,
while the ZF has no clear higher harmonics. In addition,
normalized powers of the EO are similar between ~��f=Te and
~IIi, sat=Ii, sat, quite different from the ZF. The cross-phase
analysis suggests that the EO has finite poloidal and radial
wave numbers and propagates in the ion diamagnetic drift
direction. In this manuscript, we discriminate the ZF from
the EO in the radial location r < 4:5 cm (r ¼ 4:5 is a
marginal location), and topics are limited on the ZF
measured inside main plasmas. Furthermore, we can see a
coherent fluctuation at 3 kHz. We denote the coherent
fluctuations as the TM (the third mode). While the
appearance and frequency of the TM change transiently
during a single discharge, frequencies of the DW and ZF are
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almost stationary (a gradual increase with time). Changes in
TM frequency are correlated with transient behaviors of
plasmas, and topics of the TM will be presented in a
forthcoming article.

4. Particular Topics of Observed Fluctuations

In this section, differences between the DW and the ZF
and specific features in each fluctuation are presented.

4.1 Slices of normalized auto-power spectra
We show slices of normalized auto-power spectra in

order to compare normalized fluctuation amplitudes between
~��f=Te and ~IIi, sat=Ii, sat in detail. Figure 3(a) shows normal-
ized auto-power spectra ~��f=Te and ~IIi, sat=Ii, sat at the radial
position r ¼ 3:5 cm [where the density gradient scale is
short, as shown in Fig. 5(b)]. Comparing auto-powers, the
fluctuation in the range of 4 – 20 kHz holds ~��f=Te �
~IIi, sat=Ii, sat. A spectral peak of the DW is observed at
7 – 8 kHz (the fundamental mode) as well as its higher
harmonics. The fluctuation with a frequency lower than
4 kHz holds ~��f=Te > ~IIi, sat=Ii, sat. In particular, the mode at
about 0.4 kHz has another spectral peak and a condition of

~��f=Te � ~IIi, sat=Ii, sat (the ZF). Spectra at the radial position
r ¼ 6 cm (outside main plasmas) in Fig. 3(b) also show
peaks at the ZF and the DW frequencies. However, the
relationship between ~��f=Te and ~IIi, sat=Ii, sat at r ¼ 6 cm is
different from that at r ¼ 3:5 cm. At the ZF frequency,
~��f=Te becomes smaller than ~IIi, sat=Ii, sat, which is not
consistent with the zonal flow. This fluctuation is the EO.
Meanwhile, ~��f=Te becomes larger than ~IIi, sat=Ii, sat at the DW
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frequency, which is not consistent with the linearly excited
drift-wave.

Next, Fig. 4 shows radial profiles of the normalized
fluctuation amplitudes of the DW (integrated in 4 –10 kHz)
and ZF (integrated in 0.3 – 0.5 kHz). The ~IIi, sat=Ii, sat of the
DW has a maximum at the radial location r ¼ 3{4 cm
near the steep density gradient region [Fig. 5(b)] and
values larger than 0.05 at r ¼ 2{5 cm. ~��f=Te � ~IIi, sat=Ii, sat
at r ¼ 3:5{4 cm. The cross-phase analysis between the
density and the potential at the maximal fluctuation
amplitude shows a phase shift of �0:028 (�10�) in typical
turbulence spectra. The relationship is consistent with pre-
vious observations.3,5,6) The drift-wave holds the Boltzmann
relationship between potential and density, and is excited in
the steep density gradient region. Therefore, the DW has
features of the drift-wave. In contrast to the DW, the ~��f=Te

of the ZF has �0:1 at r < 4:5 cm ( ~IIi, sat=Ii, sat � ~��f=Te),
which does not contradict the zonal flow feature.

4.2 Poloidal and axial structures of fluctuations
The zonal flow has poloidally and axially symmetric

spatial structures. On the other hand, the drift-wave has finite
poloidal and axial wave numbers. We investigate the spatial
structures of the fluctuations by cross-correlation analysis.
Figures 6 and 7 show poloidal and axial cross-phases of the
ZF and DW [measured poloidal angles are from �0:0194 to
0.73 in rad/(2�), and measured axial distances are 15 –
90 cm]. The statistical significance is shown as the squared
cross-coherence. Poloidal cross-phases were measured at the
radial location r ¼ 4 cm and axial location z ¼ 90 cm, based
on a reference probe at the same poloidal plane. Axial cross-
phases were measured at the same radial location. The cross-
phases of the ZF are within �0:2 and consistent with the
poloidal mode m ¼ 0 and axial mode n ¼ 0, where n ¼ 1

indicates the axial wavelength is the same as the vessel
length. On the other hand, the DW propagates in the electron
diamagnetic drift direction with m ¼ 3{5 and n ¼ 2{3.
(We also measured the cross-phase of the DW between two
probes within 2.5 cm poloidal and 2.5 cm axial distances.
After removing the effect of the poloidal cross-phase, the
axial cross-phase of the 2.5 cm axial distance is less than
0.1 rad/2�.) These results confirm that the ZF or DW has
poloidal and axial structures consistent with the zonal flow
or drift-wave, respectively.

4.3 Radial structures of fluctuations and velocity
fluctuation correlated with the ZF

The zonal flow appears as a radial electric field oscillation
and has a finite radial wave number of potential oscillation.
Therefore, information on radial wave number is necessary
for identifying the zonal flow. The drift-wave can also have
a finite radial wave number in its dispersion relation fDW,th ¼
!�e=½2�ð1þ k2

?�
2
s Þ	 derived from the Charney–Hasegawa–

Mima equation,30) where !� ¼ k�Te=ðeB�nÞ is the electron
drift frequency, k� is the poloidal wave number of the drift-
wave, and �n is the density gradient scale length.

Figure 8(a) shows the radial profile of kr of the ZF. The
ZF has finite radial wave numbers at the radial locations
r � 2 and 4 cm. However, we also observe an inversion of
polarity in the ZF kr relative to the location of maximal DW
amplitude. This observation shows a shear structure of kr

and can be discriminated from both uniform potential
oscillations and a single-mode zonal flow. Uniform potential
oscillations have a zero kr and are not the zonal flow.
Propagating zonal flows have a finite kr with a uniform sign.
The observed kr profile indicates a curvature of potential
(sheared radial electric field). On the other hand, Fig. 8(b)
shows the radial profile of kr of the DW. Signs of the kr
polarity change radially, indicating that the kr of the DW is
modulated spatially (vortex tilting). The radial kr modula-
tion can generate a stationary turbulence Reynolds stress.
Figure 8(c) demonstrates radial profile of the turbulence
Reynolds stress per mass density. At radial locations where
signs of the kr polarity change, steep Reynolds stress
gradients are formed, suggesting the generation of a sta-
tionary zonal flow. However, the TDE analysis does not
reveal the stationary shear flow in this experiment. Results of
the stationary flow should be given by measurement with a
higher precision, and thus we do not make any conclusion
regarding the stationary zonal flow in this manuscript.

The zonal flow in reality is a sheared poloidal flow
(sometimes including a parallel flow). The ZF oscillates at
�0:4 kHz in this experiment; therefore, if the ZF is the zonal
flow, the ZF should be associated with a poloidal velocity
oscillation. In the radial location where the kr of the ZF has
a finite value, a spectral peak of ~VV� at the ZF frequency
is observed by TDE analysis, as shown in Fig. 9(a) (at
r ¼ 2:5 cm in this case). A time window of 512 msec (longer
than the �min,fluctuations of 7 – 8 kHz DW and shorter than the
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�flows of 0.3 kHz ZF) was used in the time-resolved cross-
correlation analysis. The ~VV� at the ZF frequency has a
significantly high coherence with the potential oscillation
in Fig. 9(b), confirming that the ZF is associated with a
poloidal flow oscillation.

4.4 Linear dispersion relation of the DW
We compare the observed and theoretically estimated DW

frequencies. Not considering the effect of the Doppler shift,
the drift-wave frequency is fDW, th. We calculate fDW, th at
r � 3:5 cm, where the radial distribution of ~IIi, sat=Ii, sat has
a maximum at r ¼ 3{4 cm. The experimental parameters
m ¼ 3{5, Te ¼ 3:1 eV [Fig. 5(a)], �n ¼ 1:3 cm [Fig. 5(b)],
and kr ¼ 1:8 cm�1 [Fig. 8(b)] are used, and fDW, th ¼ 6:22{

8:26 kHz is obtained, which is consistent with the observed
peak frequency of 7 – 8 kHz. The plasma potential profile can
be extrapolated from the electron temperature and floating
potential. We obtained the effect of the Doppler shift by the
radial electric field !E
B=ð2�Þ, and the ratio of !E
B=ð2�Þ
to the electron diamagnetic drift frequency !�;e is �1=3.
However, the validity of the extrapolation and precise
measurement of the Doppler shift should be investigated in
future studies.

In addition, we also present results for the linear
dispersion relation and most unstable modes from the
numerical linear device code (NLD).31) The NLD includes
three fluctuation parameters, potential, density, and parallel
velocity, as well as the effect of ion-neutral collision.
Figure 10 shows results from the NLD under the same
equilibrium conditions in Fig. 5. Fluctuations with m ¼ 3{7

are unstable and have a maximal growth rate at m ¼ 4. This
is consistent with the result for the observed DW with
m ¼ 3{5. However, frequencies from the NLD are higher
than the observed values. Here, frequencies of the DW are
calculated without the effect of the Doppler shift by
stationary plasma flows. The precise identification of the

drift-wave frequency involves the consideration of the
Doppler shift and should be performed as a future work.

4.5 Nonlinear interaction between the ZF and the DW
The zonal flow is considered to be excited nonlinearly by

turbulence. The nonlinear interaction can be tested by cross-
correlation analysis between the zonal flow and the envelope
of the drift-wave turbulence.32–34) Figure 11 shows evidence
of the nonlinear interaction between the ZF and the DW. To
optimize statistics, the spectra are averaged over a 0.1– 0.37
span range during a discharge. The power spectrum of the
original ~��f given in Fig. 11(a) has two distinctive spectral
peaks corresponding to the ZF and DW. Another power
spectrum shown in Fig. 11(b) indicates the envelope of
~��f in the frequency range of 6.5 – 7.5 kHz (the DW). A
spectral peak at the ZF frequency demonstrates that the DW
envelope is modulated at the ZF frequency. Figure 11(c)
shows the squared cross-coherence between the ZF and the
envelope of the DW. A significant peak at the ZF frequency
indicates that the nonlinear relationship between the ZF and
the DW is statistically significant.

The bispectral analysis also demonstrate a significance
of nonlinear three-wave interaction,35) and is applied to the
nonlinear interaction between the zonal flow (geodesic
acoustic mode16)) and turbulence.36–40) Figure 12 shows the
auto-bicoherence plot of the floating potential fluctuations,
normalized h ~��fð f1Þ ~��fð f3 � f1Þ ~���f ð f3Þi, at frequency 3 =
0.366 kHz (frequency of the ZF). A significant spectral peak
at f1 � 7{8 kHz confirms that the ZF is nonlinearly coupled
to the DW.
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5. Discussion and Summary

In this observation, the ZF has many features consistent
with the zonal flow. However, the shear structure of the ZF
cannot be simply understood. Theories show that the zonal
flow is an electrostatic potential with a finite radial wave
number. This is based on a picture that the zonal flow is a
‘‘mode’’. In terms of the ‘‘mode’’ problem, the observation
shows the coexistence of two ‘‘modes’’ of the ZF with the
same frequency. The two modes have opposite signs of the
radial wave number relative to the radial location where the
DW has a maximal fluctuation amplitude. This observation
is different from the conventional picture of the parametric-
modulational interaction among four waves (primary drift-
wave, two sidebands of the primary drift-wave, and a zonal
flow). We may interpret the observation using the vorticity
equation. On the basis of the vorticity equation @t� ~��ZF=B ¼
@rrðh ~EE� ~EEri=B2Þ � �� ~��ZF=B, zonal flow vorticity can be
driven by a curvature of turbulence Reynolds stress. We
assume the condition that the Reynolds stress has purely
oscillating components (no stationary Reynolds stress).
When the amplitude of the turbulence Reynolds stress
curvature becomes larger than the damping rate of the zonal
flow vorticity at a location, the profile of the turbulent
Reynolds stress has two steep gradient regions, which are
distributed symmetrically with opposite signs, resulting in
excitation of the two zonal flow ‘‘modes’’. In this observa-
tion, however, there is a stationary turbulence Reynolds
stress (gradient) per mass density. Therefore, the observation
may be interpreted by a picture of a limit cycle. Oscillating

turbulence Reynolds stress assists the excitation of the
stationary zonal flow in the region where the Reynolds stress
has a steep gradient. This can realize an ‘‘oscillating’’ zonal
flow, but in reality, there is merely a bistable transition in
which a stationary zonal flow is accelerated or decelerated.
For further study, we need a precise poloidal flow velocity
measurement by which we make a conclusion regarding the
relationship between stationary zonal flow and stationary
Reynolds stress and their dynamical behaviors.

In summary, we investigated low frequency fluctuations
in the large mirror device. We found the coexistence of two
distinctive modes at frequencies of 0.3 – 0.5 kHz (ZF) and
6 – 8 kHz (DW). The ZF is located at r < 4:5 cm at least
and has m=n � 0 and a radial shear structure (curvature of
potential), associated with poloidal velocity fluctuations.
The DW has a maximal amplitude in the steep density
gradient region, m=n ¼ 3{5=2{3, and finite radial wave
numbers. The radial wave number of the drift-wave changes
in radius, indicating vortex tilting. Linear properties of the
DW do not contradict theoretical and simulation results. The
nonlinear interaction between the ZF and the DW is
confirmed by envelope and bispectral analyses. The ZF or
DW is identified as the residual zonal flow or drift-wave,
respectively.
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